ENGLISH UTTERANCES IN THE STUDYING PROCESS OF LEARNING SUBJECT

There are some very popular ancient English utterances which are being used at the schools and universities in both Ukraine and the United States as well by the teachers today. They are: "Horses for courses", "If you pay peanuts, you get monkeys", "Why have a dog and bark yourself?", "Let's cross that bridge when we come in", "If you fly with crows, you'll get a shot with the crows". Of course, it is very difficult to find an adequate translation of these utterances in our own Ukrainian language, that’s we will try to explain their meanings by taking the utterance in authentic literature, particularly in English and American one.

The utterance "Horses for courses" is used to show the professional knowledge, skills of the specialists who are very qualified and skilled specialist. It usually indicates the variety of mechanisms and specialists’ professional suitability, for example: washing machine is used for washing clothes, dishwasher machine is used for cleaning and washing up dishes, truck machine is used for the goods transportation. Specialists of different professions have specialized knowledge, skills, abilities for a special field of activity, in particular: teachers educate children at schools, universities; artists work on the stage, perform the concerts; doctors treat patients, save people lives. All of them carry out their work with a specific skills and purposes, so they are on the horseback.

The utterance "If you pay peanuts, you get monkeys" is usually used to underline the negative shadow meaning. This saying is widespread in the UK to laugh at the boss who pays just a little for well done work. For better comprehension, we’d like to pay the attention to the peanuts.

Peanut refers to the oilseeds of the legume family to form beans, and the peanut flowers are lowered into the ground, where they turn into fruit. These seeds are in the form of solid nuts, which are usually eaten by monkeys, and they symbolize a very small amount of money. Paying peanuts means small salary. As for the monkey, it is a small animal that lives on trees in the rainforest and usually involves stupidity, but it likes eating the peanuts.
It could be paid attention to utterance "Why have a dog and bark yourself?", that is used in speech to emphasize that a professional and knowledgeable person in their business, uses others to accomplish the task. Is widely used in oral speech, particularly in conversations when some persons can do the work independently with high quality manner, but they are in a habit to ask someone because they do not enjoy working. The other meaning of this statement indicates the work of service personnel, including servants. The symbol of the dog characterizes a qualified and knowledgeable specialist who has already "eaten a dog" it means and to have the extensive experience in professional activity.

It could be highlighted the utterance "Let's cross that bridge when we come in". It is not used by British people widely in the conversation, but the not native English speakers like it very much. This utterance is used to warn someone not to plan in advance because it is difficult to predict the result. It is used by teachers very often in the process of studying when they choose the necessary material to explain information thoroughly to students, but the young people don’t like doing the assignments. Thus, teachers say, "Let's cross that bridge when we come in" it means let’s wait for seminars, sessions, when students will make their efforts to master the study material and do the tasks.

The utterance "If you fly with crows, you'll get shot with the crows" is often used in communication and emphasizes a high level of risk, danger or likelihood of benefits, rewards. It underlines the necessity to stop in time, rethink the actions if you get into a bad company. It is important to choose a company of people who adhere to the principles of honesty, kindness, justice. Therefore, choosing a company and friends is very important, because when we go with good people, we try to imitate the good ways of communication and behavior. But the young people aren’t in fond of listening the criticism, but are trying to defend their opinions, following the majority of peers. And as a result, they fall into the group of people with bad manners. However, it is not easy to leave such a company of people, so they say, "If you fly with crows, you will be get shot with crows."

The crow symbol is chosen because it is a mythical bird that symbolizes wind, darkness, evil, and at the same time it is the symbol of goodness and wisdom. It is necessary to distinguish the crows and ravens, because ravens are not "crows". They
are the separate species of birds that have features of female and male. Usually, they live in forests, mountains and deserts, but the crows are inhabiting all trees of parks and houses, often fighting and making the loud sounds.

Having considered some English-speaking utterances, we should pay attention to our Ukrainian ones which reflect the speakers’ nature, their ethnic features, the history of the country and its people. It helps Ukrainians to feel the breath of their own destiny, a history of language development. Ukrainian expressions are melodic, they are embroidered with different colors of cherries, apples, guilder roses. Most common of them are used in the educational process to emphasize the status of teachers and students, the lecturers’ responsibilities and the young people.

The utterance “Called you a mushroom – jump into the basket” is often used in everyday speech with meaning of gathering the mushrooms and cooking the different delicious dishes. In the educational process, it is used to highlight the teachers’ role, his/her pedagogical activity, in particular the ability to teach and explain the necessary for studying the material, and for students it means to master this educational information thoroughly. If the profession of teacher is chosen, it is necessary to educate young people well, the profession of doctor is chosen it means to treat the patients professionally, and to become students it means to master the educational material thoroughly, because they are all the "mushrooms", who should plunge into the information flow, to jump into the basket of knowledge.

Thus, to summarize the above-mentioned English utterances, it is necessary to highlight their important role in the formation and development of students' speaking skills, because they enrich any language, promote the development of communication skills, enriching the thoughts of young people. These utterances are used to express thoughts, to conceal the shadow meaning, in particular to replace thought and rethink them, to reach mutual understanding in communication. The utterances, in particular English, motivate students to gain knowledge thoroughly, to mastery the educational material, to develop the creative thoughts, rethinking information, in particular of comprehension their basic and shadow meaning.